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    Compounds ending in nPUSEL¤K are even more
numerous than the nKÜRD¤ compounds. BEYAT¤n
PUSEL¤K, BEYAT¤nARABANn PUSEL¤K, GERDAN¤YEn
PUSEL¤K, MUHAYYERnPUSEL¤K, H¤SARn PUSEL¤K, MAHURn
PUSEL¤K, NEVAnPUSEL¤K, EVIÇnPUSEL¤K, ACEMn

PUSEL¤K, H¤CAZnPUSEL¤K, ARAZBARnPUSEL¤K, etc.  The
first makam of the compound more often than not has the
same finalis as PUSEL¤K, Dügâh (A)nas was also the case
with the nKÜRD¤ compounds discussed above.

The more popular of the nPUSEL¤K compounds have
developed distinctive identities, as was the case of
KÜRD¤L¤n H¤CAZKÂR, mentioned above. H¤SARnPUSEL¤K is
composed of H¤SAR (the beginning scale of which is given
in Example 66) and PUSEL¤K, H¤SAR itself is a compound of
H¤CAZnonne (Ex. 66) and HÜSEYN¤; PUSEL¤K, as we saw
earlier, contains within itself the makam ÇARGAH. These
four makamns are indicated as they appear in the
illustration of H¤SARnPUSEL¤K, given in Example 67. It
should be noted that the modulations in Ex. 67 are clearly
bound up with the poetic structure of the text. HÜSEYN¤ is
introduced where the repetition of the first line begins,
ÇARGÂH begins where the vocables of the terennüm start,
etc.

Other classes of compound makamns are somewhat
similar to the nKÜRD¤ and nPUSEL¤K classes discussed
above, but may serve  to cancel out the finalis of the first
makam rather than reinforce it. One such class of
compounds ends with IRAK (SEGÂHnonnF#; see Ex.
50.3). Some of the names in this latter class indicate this
fact by the BESTEn prefix (BESTE as a makam name
apparently is an older name for IRAK): X BESTE N¤GÂR,
X BESTEnISFAHAN, etc. Others like X RUY–Ý IRAK indicate
the IRAK ending in a normal word sequence; still others
are simply poetical appelations: X RAHATnÛL ERVAH
(literally, “comfort of souls”), D¤LKEÔ HAVERAN (literally,
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“attracting the heart of Orientals), etc. When giving the
scales of such makamns the compound nature can be
clearly shown by separate successive scales, as given in
Examples 68, 69, and 70. Example 71 illustrates one of the
most popular makamns of this class, BESTEnN¤GÂR.

The structure of the class of compounds ending in
XnAÔ¤RAN (with the exception of ACEMAÔ¤RAN) closely
resembles that of the compound, ARABANnKÜRD¤
described earlier. The finalis of first makam of these
compounds, invariably Dügâh (A), is a pivot tone,
becoming the dominant for a continuing descent to
UÔÔAKnonnE. This structure also resembles some of the
nPUSEL¤K compounds just mentioned. A few scales from
this class of compounds should suffice to get the idea
across; see Examples 72 and 73.


